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Policy
◮ Policy of “Sustainable economic growth”
◮ Given environmental inputs to production and environmental
goods that we all enjoy, impossible to consider economy to be
sustainable if we do not monitor state of the environment
◮ Added salience with policy profile of climate change
◮ But quantitative impacts of policy advice typically only GDP
and employment
◮ Environmental impacts evaluated separately or not at all (and
certainly not with same framework)
◮ Need to link...
Economy-wide models at FAI
◮ At FAI we have Computable General Equilibrium (CGE)
Models
◮ Computable: many industrial sectors, possibly disaggregate
workers by skills and households by income, multiple regions
⇒ complex, compute numerical solution
◮ General Eq: firms maximise profits, consumers maximise
utility, and all markets clear (subject to frictions) ⇒ price (of
any good) equals its marginal product (as input into all
processes) equals its marginal utility (for all consumers)
◮ Used to analyse GDP and employment impacts of policy,
projects, and other shocks
◮ Have been applied to environmental and energy applications
e.g. Green jobs, Impact of offshore wind; but not with NC or
ESS
Economy-wide models at FAI
◮ Modelling stages
◮ Model specification
◮ CGE models calibrated to IO data
◮ CGE model replicates data in base
◮ Then exogenous change can be made and analysed e.g. tax
change, efficiency change in a sector, foreign demand shock etc
◮ Difference between CGE and IO frameworks: IO is a CGE with
entirely passive supply side and no prices
Economy-wide models at FAI
Natural capital/Ecosystem services
◮ E.g. ONS produce Natural Capital accounts
◮ The value of an ecosystem service flow is calculated for:
◮ “Provisioning Services”, based on market value of the output
produced with these inputs (i.e. already in GDP)
◮ “Regulating Services”, based on the costs that would be
incurred if this service was not provided (i.e. not in GDP)
◮ “Cultural Services”, based on non-market valuation techniques
(i.e. not in GDP)
◮ Value of NC stock = PV of ESS flow projected into the future
Natural capital/Ecosystem services
Agriculture Provisioning
◮ Provisioning service. Used to produce agricultural output
that’s already counted in GDP
◮ ONS (2016): 16% of profits from Agriculture can be
attributed to services provided by natural assets
◮ Create new Env sector which supplies ESS to Ag. Profits in
Ag down 16%, profits now appear in Env (ultimate ownership
of profits unaffected)
◮ Extend production function:
xA (KA, LA, I1A, ..., InA, IMA)→ xA (KA, LA,EA, I1A, ..., InA, IMA)
◮ EA ≡ real input, PE EA = 16% Ag profits, PE = PA
∂xA
∂EA
◮ This can be done. Issue: real vs nominal quantities
◮ Fall in price of Ag output ⇒ fall in price and hence value of
ESS despite real quantity unchanged
◮ Environmental shock ⇒ fall in real quantity of ESS input but
depending on price response, f(substitutability), nominal value
of ESS & NC can go up or down
Recreation
◮ Cultural service. Population values it, but doesn’t pay for it
e.g. landscape in national parks
◮ Estimate the ESS flow value and hence NC stock value using
non-market valuation techniques
◮ Again imagine Env sector which charges for consumers to
enjoy these goods, and distributes its profits back to
consumers, so that budget constraints are satisfied
◮ These expenditures would imply an environmentally
augmented GDP > currently reported GDP
◮ Consumers choose spending to maximise utility ⇒ infinite
demand for any free good in utility
◮ Need finite quantity consumed at positive price derive from
notional expenditure using extended utility function:
substitutability?, price elasticity of demand for these goods?
Highly uncertain, in principle can be done.
◮ Then value affected, through price, by income shocks
◮ Environmental shock ⇒ ∆real quantity of ESS, but price
changes mean ∆nominal value of ESS & NC can go either way
Project Plans
◮ Case study 1: impact on economy and emissions of change in
food demands (reduction in red meat consumption)
◮ Important to include carbon sequestration services provided by
agricultural land
◮ Also interesting to see to what extent results are affected by
inclusion of Agriculture Provisioning services
◮ Building modelling capacity - in general how does the addition
of environmental goods and factors affect the model’s results?
And how do the standard scenarios that we explore affect real
and nominal values of NC stocks?
◮ What should our next case study be? E.g.
◮ Simultaneously examine the economic and environmental
impacts of adopting some of the technologies discussed in Eory
et al (2016) “On-farm technologies for the reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions in Scotland”
◮ Simultaneously examine the economic and environmental
impacts of CAP replacements
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